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Characterization Theorems for Constrained Approximation 
Problems Via Optimization Theory 
KENNETH R. GEHNER* 
There have been several attempts to develop a unified approach to the ch,lracte- 
rizatio:r of solutions of L” approximation problems, for example [5] and [21]. 
However, the approaches deveioped in these papers do not readily lend them- 
selves to handling problems where the satisfaction of additional constraints, 
such as interpolation or convexity conditions on the approximating function, 
is required. On the other hand, there have been many papers which have in- 
dividually dealt with the characterization of solutions of special approximation 
problems with particular types of constraints, especially in the area of Chebyshev 
approximation. Examples of such special problems include interpolation by the 
approximating function [4], approximation by a tnonotone function [l6], approxi- 
mation from one side of the function to be approximated [l4], [2, 61, approxima- 
tion with a vector-valued norm [I, 1 I], simultaneous approximation of a function 
and its derivatives [18], and a series of papers by Taylor: [23-251. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a unified approach to the characteriza- 
tion of :,olutions of Chebyshcv and 1.’ approximation problems with the various 
types of constraints mentioned above. In addition, it is recognized that many 
approximation problems with non-L” norms can easily be handled in the same 
manner. In Section 1 the necessary results from optimization theory arc outlined. 
The remain;ng sections of the paper arc devoted to applications of these results 
to val-ious approximation problems: Section 2 to constrained linear Chebyshcb 
approximntio:i, Section 3 to rational Chebyshev approximation, Section 3 to 
Chebys+c\ approximation with a vector-valued norm, Section 5 to Chebyshcv 
approximation with nonstandard norms. and Section 6 to constcaincd L’ al)proxi- 
mation. 
The approach to approximation problems taken in this paper was moti- 
vated in part by the paper of Rice [20] in which a variety of approximation 
problems are in essence formulated as mathematical programming problems 
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with convex constraints. Let us consider the following general optimization 
problem : 
minimize F(s) 
s.t. 
(a) Gi(x, t) < 0, for all 2 t & , i =-- I,..., I, 
(b) Hj(x, u) = 0, for ali 11 E Uj , j - I,..., 1~2, 
(c) x E x0, (PI 
where: 
(i) each Ti and (Ij is a compact subset of a complete metric space; 
(ii) X” is an open set in R’“; 
(iii) F(x) and each Gi(x, f) are real-valued functions which have con- 
tinuous partial derivatives with respect to x for each t E Ti , and each Gz(x, t) 
is continuous in t E Ti for each x E X0; and 
(iv) each Hj(x, ZI) is a real-valued linear function in x for each u E Uj , 
and is continuous in u E Uj for each x E X0. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for solutions of problem (P) have been 
previously developed [8], so the results are given here without proof. 
THEOREM 1. Let U and V be compact sets in R’“, W be an arbitrary set 
in R’“. Then either uz < 0, all u E U, vz :< 0, all v E V, wz = 0, all w E W, 
has a solution z E R”, or for any u” E U, there exists s < JZ and 
0) s vectors 
ui E u, i = I,..., Sl ) 
ViE v, i = sL + I,..., sp , 
wi E w, i = s2 -f l,..., s, 
(ii) s +- 1 real numbers hi , i -z 0, l,..., s such that 
xi ‘3-. 0 fbr i = 0, I ,.... s, , 
with either A,, 2 0 or s1 ;; I, such that, 
XoUo + ~ hiui .i. ~ h,Vi -;- i: hiwi = 0, 
i=l i=s,+1 i=s,+1 
but not both. 
Using Theorem 1 we can prove Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a local minimum of problem (P). Then there exist 
integers so and s with 0 < so < s -G II, 
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(i) there are s,, indices il, with 1 < ili < 1 together with s,,points 
tk E Fik = {t E Ti, j G,,(x, t) = 0) 
for k = l,..., s,, , 
(ii) there are s - s0 indices j,c with 1 <j,; < m together with s - s,, 
points uk E Uj,for k = s0 + I,..., s and 
(iii) there are s + 1 real numbers A, ,..., A, rtYth h, > 0 or s0 :-; I, and 
A, > 0 for k = l,..., sO, such that 
In order to guarantee that the conditions of Theorem 2 are meaningful, 
we must have X, > 0. The following constraint qualifications are sufficient 
to prove this. As in [ 171, a function F(X) is defined to be pseudoconvex at .U if 
OF(X)(.u - X) ;-- 0 implies F(x) > F(X). 
Constraint Qual@ication 1 (Modfied Interior Point Condition) 
The problem (P) satisfies the modzjied interior point condition if each Gi(x, t) 
is pseudoconvex in x for all t E T, for i = l..... I and there exists a point 
3 E R1” which satisfies 
(i) G,(Z, t) -C 0, all t E Xj for i :: I ,..., I, and 
(ii) H,(3, u) = 0, all II E U, forj = I,..., 172. 
Constraint QuaI$cation 2 (Mod$ed Strict Inequality Condition) 
The problem (P) satisfies the mod$ed strict inequality condition at a given 
point X, where X E X = {x E X0 1 Gj(x, t) :s 0 Vt E Tj for i == I.,..., I and 
H,(x, u) : 0 Vu c Uj for j = I ,..., IH~. if for any choice of integers, s,, and s 
with 0 < so z< s < n, together with 
(i) any choice of so indices i,, with 1 -< i7, < 1 and so points t”’ E p’i,z ~= 
{t E T,,< I Gjk(x, t) = 0} for k = l,..., s,, and 
(ii) any choice of s - so indices j,; with 1 :i j,< -g m and s --- so points 
zlk E lf for k = so f I JIG ,..., s, there is a vector 1% = ( ?,I ,..., .yn) E R” such that 
(iii) f J~V,.G,,~(.Y, t”) < 0 for k = I,..., so and 
C7=1 
(3 f Y~V,,H~,,@, 0 = 0 for k = so + I,..., S. 
rl=l 
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For most problems, it is usually easier to verify constraint qualification 1 
rather than constraint qualification 2. Moreover, under the assumption that 
Gi(x, t) is differentiable in X, constraint qualification I implies constraint 
qualification 2. 
THOXREM 3. Let X be a local minimum ojproblem (P). If’either constraint 
qualtjication 1 or 2 is satisfied at 2, then A, > 0 is guaranteed in Theorem 2. 
Under quite general convexity assumptions on the objective function and 
constraints of problem (P), the necessary conditions of Theorem 3 are also 
sufficient. Generalizing from [ 171, a real-valued function G(x. t ), where x t R’“, 
t E T and T is an arbitrary set, is said to be quasiconvex at .U if for each I such 
that G(x, t) -$ G(.Y, t) Vt 1: T, then G((1 - h)T + Ax, t) . G(X, t) holds 
for all 0 I;: h z 1 for each t t T. The function G(x, t) is said to be quasiconvex 
on a set r C R’” if it is quasiconvex for each point x E r. 
THEOREM 4. In addition to the assumptions for problem (P), let F(x) be 
pseudoconvex on X0, each G,(x, t) be quasiconvex on X0, and assume that either 
constraint qualtj?cation 1 or 2 holds at .Y. Then X solves problem (P) if and only 
if the conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 2 hold with h, > 0. 
In the following sections of this paper we shall primarily be concerned with 
linear approximating functions given by xy=, x&(t) for all t E T, where T is 
a compact subset of a complete metric space, and where {4,(t)]: , is a set of 
continuous functions on T. It shall also be assumed that f(t), the function 
being approximated, is continuous on T. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, 
these assumptions hold for all the problems considered in the following 
sections. 
2. LINEAR CHEBYSHI~V APPROXIMATION 
The class of problems to be considered in this section includes Chebyshev 
approximation problems where there are bounds on the approximation 
Cy=r xi$i(t) and its derivatives either (i) at a certain finite number of points 
in the interval of approximation, or (ii) over the entire interval of approxi- 
mation. The general problem can be written as 
s.t. 
minimize T 
x,7 
(i) all t E T, 
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all tE7; for k 
for X- = K, -t 1,. .., 
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(iv) i xi+li”.)(i’) = ys for k = Kl + I,..., K, 
i=l 
where the indices j, are prescribed nonnegative integers, for each k = J,..., K,, 
Ik(t) < ur(t) Vt E T with both Ik(t) and u/,(t) being continuous functions on T, 
each I” E T, and ylk < yZp for k = K. + l,..., K, . 
Many problems fireviously considered in the approximation theory 
literature are special cases of (1). For instance, first consider the case where 
K, = 1, K = K, (no constraints (iii) and (iv)), and j, = 0, which results in 
the problem: 
minimize 7 
s.t. 
x,7 
(ii) l(t) < f s&(t) < u(t), 
i-l 
all t E T. If we let u(t) = M for all t E T, where M is a very large positive 
number, and l(t) = 0 for all t E T, then we have the problem of nonnegative 
approximation which has been studied by Jones and Karlovitz [ 121 under the 
condition that (~i(t)}~~l forms a Haar set on T. If we let l(t) = --i”M Vt E T, 
where A4 is a large positive number, and u(t) = f(t), then we have the problem 
of one-sided approximation (approximation from below), which .has been 
studied by Kammerer [13]. Generalized versions of problem (2) have been 
studied by Taylor and others in a series of papers: Taylor [23]-[25], Taylor 
and Schumaker [22], and Taylor and Winter [26]. 
A second class of problems can be brought into consideration by setting 
K == K, (no constraints (iii) and (iv) in (1)) and either (i) Ik(t) = 0 and 
u,(t) : M, or (ii) l,;(t) =-= -A4 and u/,,(t) =Z 0 where M is a very large positive 
number in either case. This leads to the problem 
s.t. 
minimize 7 
X,T 
(3) 
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(ii) for X = l,..., K and eX: = kl, 
all t E T. Lorentz and Zeller [16] have considered a special case of (3), where 
T = [a, b], an interval of the real line, the set {&(t)}k, = {ti-l)~=, 
(polynomial approximation), and K < II. Special cases of interest for (3) are 
(i) K :-= 1 and,j, = 1: approximation by a monotone function, 
(ii) K = I andj, = 2: approximation by a convex function. 
The main result of this section is the following characterization theorem 
for the original problem (I ). 
THEOREM 5. Assume thatf(t) is not in the span oj’(&(t)]:ii and that either 
constraint quahjication I or 2 holds for problem (1). Then a point 
tr* ) x1* )...) x,*) which is feasible for (1) lsields an optimal approximation if 
and only ly the origin of R’” can be Mritten as a c0nve.y combination of at most 
II f 1 points jiom the union of the sets 
where e(t) z= C:L_l x,*+i(t) -f(t) and ii e ,’ :-= maxtGT 1 e(t)!, 
with at least one point from the set X, included nontrivially. 
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Proof. Since each of the constraints (i)-(iv) are linear in x and 7 and either 
constraint qualification 1 or 2 holds, the characterization conditions of 
Theorem 4 hold. Thus, there are integers 0 , s1 , s2 , and s with 0 -cI s0 < s1 < 
sg < s < n together with tq E T for q = l,..., s,, 1 < k, < KO for 
q = so $ l,..., S1 ) K,, f 1 + k, .< KI for q = s1 + l,..., s?, and K:, + 1 < 
k, < K2 for q = s, + l,..., s such that 
where A, > 0 for q = 0, l,..., s and E* = 0 or 1 such that 
(i) for q = l,..., s,, , 
i 
0 iff(P) - i xi*+i(p) = -7*, 
i=l 
E, = 
I 1 iff(fq) - f xi*&(tq) = +7*, i=l 
(ii) for q = so + l,..., S, , 
0 if 2 x*~#$%(t”) = Uky(tq), 
i=l 
Eq = 
1 if f xi*fj(j%)(tq) = Zii,(t”). 
i--I 
(iii) for q = s1 + I,..., 3, , 
(4) 
-0 
0 == . II 0 
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and 
(iv) forg==s,i-1 ,..., s, the t, is chosen appropriately so as to force 
x, 3‘-- 0. 
Since f(t) is not in the span of {dl(t)]~=, , T* ;>- 0. Thus, we have h, := 
(x,,/~*) . 7* for q :_ I,..., s,, and 
Noting that A,, > 0 implies that s0 : I, i.e.. there is at least one vector from 
XT in the linear combination, substituting the previous observation into (4), 
and normalizing the resulting coefficients such that they sum to 1, it is shown 
that the origin of R” can be written as a convex combination of vectors from 
the specified sets. Since the steps above are reversible to obtain (4), the 
convex combination condition is also sufficient. Q.E.D. 
It must be noted that in order to apply Theorem 4 either constraint 
qualification 1 or 2 must be satisfied. For an example of an approximation 
problem which does not satisfy the constraint qualifications and which 
consequently does not conform to the results of Theorem 4, see [8]. However, 
in many important cases these constraint qualifications are satisfied. F~I 
example, for ordinary Chebyshev approximation or Chebyshev approxi- 
mation with interpolation (see [X]) constraint qualitication 1 is immediately 
satisfied since 7 can be made large enough in constraint (i) so that the 
inequalities are strict over all of T. In other problems tili\ can he shown 
rather easily, for example in the generalization (a function xi,(t) replaces 0) 
of the Lorentz and Zeller problem [IS]: 
miiiimkc 7 
(ii) t,: C [,ji(jj, -- I) ... 1 . .v,r’ ‘L ‘] Sib( t) for k == I,..., A, 
i-i,, 
E,; = -f: 1, for all t E 7’ (not necessarily an interval) there is a polynomial 
P(2, t) =-= xi” l <q-* and -Z such that constraints (i) and (ii) of (5) are 
satisfied strictly. Indeed, since T is a compact subset of the real line, T C [a, h] 
for some interval [a, h]. and thus by successively choosing A,, A, , . . . . . A, 
(assumingj, r: .‘. -:,jK) in 
P(f) = AK(? - u)jh- j AK,-1 (f -- u)jn-l A,([ ~- 0)” _ 
so that P(t) satisties constraint (ii) strictly. we have the required P(2. t) P(f). 
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Finally, under additional conditions it is possible to prove a generalization 
of the classical alternation theorem (see [3]) which yields an interesting 
interpretation of the optimality conditions. For the purpose of this character- 
ization, notice that each of the constraints (i)-(iv) in (1) can be wril.ten as a 
pair of inequalities bounding either CrZ, xi+;(t) or a derivative of x:“., x&(t) 
from above and below, and let us use the term upper bounding constraint at 
t E T when the upper bound on any of these two sided inequalities is active, 
i.e., an equality. at t and the term lower bounding constraint at t E T when the 
lower bound on any of the inequalities is active at t. 
'THEOREM 6. Assume that T is a compact subset of the real line, ( $j(t)]~zI 
is N Haar set 011 T, f(t) is not in tile span of {&(t)jy=, . no dericatires me 
iilrohed in the constrnints (ii)-( iv), and that either constrailit pal~ficafhon 1 or 2 
holds fbr problem (I ). Theta a poitlt (T*, x1*,..., x,* ) M’I~I’cII is feasible jbr (1) 
!,ields a,? optimal approximation if and on/J, if there exist II -I- 1 points ti,sJ ,fbr 
(j ~~ I,..., I? 1 with either t”~~ E T or t”,i = ii: for some X --~ I...., K such that 
ut least OIW t”” ,jkwces one qf the constraints (i)-( iv) to be nctice md ,$,itlz 
1” . tjL2,+l the acticc coristraints alternate ,fi.om un lyper hounding 
c,otwtraint to a iolver bounding constraint at comecutice t”u. 
Prooj: The theorem follows at once from Theorem 5 and the character- 
ization lemma for the origin to be in the convex hull of a Haar system 
(see [3. p. ‘741). which forces the signs of the vectors evalauted at consecutive 
points to alternate. Thus, the active constraints must alternate from upper 
bounding to lower bounding constraints in problem (I). Q.E.D. 
3. RATIONAL CHEBYSIIEV APPROXIMATION 
Given two sets {+Jt))il, and {$,(t)j:” I of continuous real-valued functions 
for all t c T. where T is a compact metric space, and a continuous real-valued 
function f(t) on T, the problem of generalized rational approximation is 
to find parameters x1* ,..., .yn* and J*,* . . . . . ~9,~~~ such that 
This problem can be stated in a more convenient form as: 
s.t. 
minimize 7 7,x1 ,...,. Yn, 
)‘I, ..r,,, 
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(i) 
i-1 
(ii) - g ~~+~(t) - (T -- f(t)) i yjY,(tj --; 0: 
,I 
(iii) C JjYj(t) 1 0, 
i-l 
all f E 7.. 
The first observation is that the set of variables (T, x1 ,..., s, , .fsl ,..., .)‘l)l) which 
satisfies the relationship (iii) is an open set X0 in Rn-tnr I, which follows from 
the continuity of the functions {&(r>)~~, . Next, observe that neither constraint 
(i) or (ii) is necessarily pseudo or quasiconvex in the parameters 
(7, x1 )...) x, , I‘, . . . . . J>,~,) for all values of these parameters. Thus, because the 
constraints do not satisfy the appropriate conditions, neither the necessary 
condition Theorem 3 nor the characterization Theorem 4 can be applied 
to this problem. However, the following result can still be proved. 
THEOREM 7. A point (T*, x1* ,..., x,,*, yl* ,..., Y,~*) solvesproblem (6) ij’and 
only if there are s points tk E {t t T 1 I R-(~t) -f (t)i -- T*} and s real numbers 
yk with each yk # 0 and R*(tL) -f(t”) == (sgn r,J 11 R*(t) -f(tjii=, where 
1 < s < n + m + 1, such that 
and 
where 
and 
R*(tJ = f si*$i(t),/ &gl Yj*#jCt> 
i=l 
1’ R*(t) -f(t)llT = yEz+x 1R*(t) -f(t)/ = T*. 
(8) 
Proof. If (T*, x1* ,.... x,‘*, I’,* ,..., Y,,~*) solves problem (6), then bq 
Theorem 2 there exist real numbers A,, . 0, A,. > 0 for k =m I...., s with 
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1 ‘0 
1 
0 
0 
-- 
0 
0 
I such that 
0 
0 
0 
-- 
0 
.c 
> (9) 
where E,~ -= 0 if constraint (i) is active at tL and E,; 1-7 1 if constraint (ii) is 
active at t”‘. From the first component of (9) it follows that 
i A, [ f r,f*#j(r”)] = ho and SO ho > 0 
I,=1 j 1 
must hold by constraint (iii) and the fact that A, > 0 for k = l,..., s. Since 
(T* + (-l)‘~,f(t”)) = (-1)~ R*(P), (-l)F~c[R*(tA) -f(P)] = T* and 
from the last set of m components of (9). Thus, by defining yk = (--l)e~c A, , 
the necessary conditions (7) and (8) follow. 
The sufficiency of conditions (7) and (8) is easily proved as follows. 
Suppose (7) and (8) hold. Then if the function R*(t) is not a best approxi- 
mation to f(t), there is an R(t) = P(t)/Q(t) such that 1: R(t) -f(t)ilT< 
‘/ R*(t) -,f(t& = 7* where P(t) = CiEl x!+,(t) and Q(t) -= Cjzl JJ&(~) > 0 
for all t E T. Furthermore, we have (sgn yJ(R(P) -f(P)) < II R(t) -.f(t)Iir < 
I R*(t) -f(t)jlT = (sgn y,,)(R*(t”) -f(P)) so (sgn yJC)(R*(P) - R(t7c) > 0 
for k = I,..., s. But since Q(l) > 0 for all t E T. it follows that 
(sgn yJ(R*(t”) Q(P) - P(P)) > 0 for k = l,..., s. (10) 
Multiplying (7) by (x, ,..., x,) and subtracting the results from (8) multiplied 
by (4~~ ,.... vm) it follows that 
7gl y~<[R*(fl’) Q(t’, - P(t’“)l = 0, 
which contradicts (IO). Q.E.D. 
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Although Theorem 7 is well known [3, p. 1601, the merit of this approach 
to the theorem is that it is directly generalizable to problems of generalized 
rational approximation with auxillary constraints such as interpolation 
conditions, which have not been extensively studied. For the problem of 
rational approximation with additional interpolation requirements the 
following characterization theorem can be obtained. 
THEOREM 8. Cotwider pro/dent (6) with the additional constraint, 
(iv) i .x&(t) b(r) f j’j#j(t) :-= 0, .firr all t t S, 
I 1 : I 
where S is at? arbitrary set. Then a point (T*, .v, y . . . . . .Y,~ I, J*, . . . . . J’,,,*) sakes 
problem (6) with constraint (iv ) lf’and onIll {j’ fhere are integers s,, ad s Mlith 
1 < s,, 1’; s 1; II -7. t,, + 1 with the properties that 
(i) t/~i-r ure .Y,, poitlts tL c: {t E T 1 I R*(t) ---f(t); ;/ R”(t) -f(f) Tj 
and s,, real twtt~bers “J,,, with each y,, 7~ 0 and 
R”(t’~) --f(f”) (sgn yl,) 1; R”(t) ~-J’(I)i,T /or 1~ .=- I?..., s(, , 
Proof: The necessity follows as in Theorem 7 since from Theorem 2 either 
A,, --. 0 or s,, : ; 1 which implies h,, 0 because 2;” I h,L[x:)i 1 ~,,,$,(t’,)] h, 
and constraint (iii) holds. For the sufficiency, assume ( 11) and (I 2) hold. Also 
assume that there is a rational function R(t) P(t),‘Q(t) where P(r) = 
C,=1 .T,c#,(/) and Q(tj : xyZ1 ~‘;#,,(f) with P(r) h(t) Q(t j for all t c S such 
that R(t) is a better approximation to,f(t) than R*(f). Then as in the proof of 
Theorem 7. 
(sgn yk)(R*(tis) - R(tA)) > U for ii = I,..., s, . 113) 
Multiplying (I I ) by (x1 :..., s,,) and subtracting the result from (12) multiplied 
by (1-1 .. . . . J,,,). 
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But since P(t) = b(t) Q(t) for all t t S, this becomes 
& y,[R*(t") Q(P) - P(P)] = 0, 
which contradicts (13). Q.E.D. 
4. CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATI~?; WITII A VJXTOR-VALUED NO‘IIM 
In this section, problems of the following form shall be considered. Given 
a vector-valued objective function [F,(.Y)...., I;Js)], problem (&.) is given by 
-‘minimize” ]F,(.\-),..., F,(x)] 
s.t. 
(a) Gi(x, f) :f 0, all t E T, for i - I ,.... I. 
(b) H,(.u, z/) == 0, all z( c- U, forj I....: ITI. (Pr) 
(c) x E X”, 
where: 
(i) each Tj and (ii is a compact set of a complete metric space: 
(ii) X0 is an open set in R”; 
(iii) each F,(x) is a convex function in x which has continuous partial 
derivatives with respect to .Y; and 
(iv) each G,(x, r)(H,(x, 21)) is a quasiconvex (linear) function in x which 
has continuous partial derivatives with respect to x for each t E Ti (u E Uj). 
A feasible point X- is said to be ejficient for problem (P,) if there does not 
exist a point 2 which is feasible for problem (P,;) such that [F,(g),..., I’,(2)] :< 
[F,(X) ,..., F&Y)] and F,(Z) < F,(X) for at least one CJ == l,..., Q. In other 
words, ,T is efficient for (P,) if no improvement can be made in any component 
of the objective function without sacrificing in another component. Further- 
more (P,) is said satisfy the vector constraint quah~cation 1 at .X if for each 
q” = I >..., Q there is a point d c R” which satisfies 
(i) F,(S) < F,(.X), q == I ,..., Q, q f q,, , 
(ii) G,(2, t) < 0, all t E Ti for i -= l,..., I, 
(iii) H,(.?, 21) = 0, all 21 E U, for j = I,..., IIZ. 
Similarly, problem (Pz;) is said to satisfy the vector constraint qualijication 2 
at ,U if for each q,, = I ,..., Q and any choice of integers 0 3: s0 < s1 :< s 5; n 
together with 
6.+0;1.+:1-.; 
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(i) any choice of so indices q,> with 1 : -; qn ::; Q and qk / q,, for 
k = I,. , SC, )
(ii) any choice of s1 ~ s0 indices ik with 1 Y> il, I and s1 - s,, points 
r” E f’;,, ~- {t t T,, G&Y, t) ~= Oj fork s,, -i 1 )..., s1 , 
(iii) any choice of s ~ s1 indicesj,; with 1 ; j,C :, m and s - s1 points 
d’ E UiB for k === sI + I,.... s, there exists a vector J’ t R” such that 
(iv) Y’,F,,JX) I: 0, k I ,..., s(, . 
(v) -I-,G,,,(.F, t”)y < 0, k == .s,~ -I- I,..., s1 , and 
(vi) C,H,,(.U, 28%) J == 0, k :~-- SL i- 1 ,..., S. 
Note that constraint qualification 1 implies qualification 2. 
The result which permits useful analysis for problem (P,) is as follows. 
THEOREM 9. Assurw that (P,) satisjies rector constraint qualijication 1 
or 2. A point S is eficient,for problem (P,) if and only if.? solves problem (P,) 
where 
0 
minimize 2 X$,(X) 
r,- I 
S.I. 
(i) Gi(x, f) .-.. 0, a// I t Ti for i I,..., I, 
(ii) Hi(s, u) = 0, a// II t U,i,fbr,j I ,,.., m, 
(iii) x E X”, (Pd 
for some 2 E RQ ,t*ith each LOLL :-> 0. 
Proof. If X is efficient for (P,), then for each 4,, L I,..., Q, there is no 
solution z E R’” to the system 
rF,&x) I” < 0, 
YGi(x, t) z < 0, all t i- T, for i =- I,..., I, 
LF,(X) z r 0, 
(14) 
q = I ,..., Q, y + q,, , 
rHj(.Y, u) z --= 0, all ~1 E Ui for ,j ~ I,..., /)I. 
The proof of this is very similar to the proof in [IO], so the details are not 
given here. Since (14) has no solution, by Theorem I, 
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for some h, > 0, h,; > 0 for k = I,..., sg , X,( > 0 for k == s,, + I,..., s1 with 
either X, > 0 or s0 > 1. If h, = 0, then by vector constraint qualification 2, 
there exists a y E R” such that 
But this is a contradiction so X, > 0 holds. Since (15) holds for each 
40 ~~ ~ I ,..., Q, by summing these equations it follows that 
c [ f a,F*(S)] i- f hJGj,(x, 1”) + i h,.Wj,.(,Y, u”) = 0, (16) 
'1-1 i. 1 /c S" , 1 
with each LY(, ) 0 and each X,( > 0 for I, = I,.... s,, By Theorem 4, condition 
(16) is exactly the sufficient optimality condition for problem (P,) since 
xyil m,F,(x) is convex. Thus, ,Y solves (P,,). 
The sufficiency follows at once since if X solves some (P,) and there were 
a feasible 1 for (P,.) such that [F,(1) ,..., F,(1)] ‘1 [F,(F) . . . . . FO(.F)] with 
F,(Z) < F,>(.U) for some (/, then zz=, a,F,(&) < C;=, :X$,(X-) would hold 
since ,1,, :., 0 for q : I...., Q. This contradicts the fact that S solves (P,). 
Q.E.D. 
Approximation problems having the form of problem (P,) have been 
previously considered in the literature. Bacopoulos [I] considers the problem 
of approximating a given real-valued function by a unisolvent function 
simultaneously with respect to several weight functions. Johnson [II] 
considers the problem of uniformly approximating a vector-valued function. 
The approach developed in this paper permits treatment of these problems 
with additional side conditions such as interpolation and one-sidedness. 
Consider the following general vector-valued approximation problem: 
s.t. 
“minimize” (T, . . . . . TV) .1 .: 
for 4 = l,..., Q, 
(17) 
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(iv) L ~~+~(iiJ,) y,: for i, A,, I ,.... k, 
t I 
where i(t) .-. zr(t) for all I c T with both l(f) and l,(r) being continuous 
functions Oil I’Uld YIP -CC yzs for ii ~ I..... K, , with eachf’,((t) and W,(f) also 
being continuous on Tand M;(t) ;-- 0 for all t c T. 
THEOREM 10. Assume thut m ,f,(t) IS i/z the spa/~ o/ {~$~(r));i 1 and that 
(+&)jyzl is a H uur set 071 7’. Then u poitii (TV*,..., ry+, .Y~~~...., x,*) M,liich is 
jkasible for (17) yields an optitttal approxittlatiotz ~f’und only if’the origitl oj’H” 
cm be written CIS a cottces contbitmtiott qf’ut ttlost tt + Q poitltsfrottl the utliotl 
of the sefs 
where e*(t) 
with at least one point,fivtn each X,,Jbr (I l,..., Q. 
Prooj: Problem (17) satisties vector constraint qualitication 2 because 
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($i(t))r-l is a Haar set. This follows from the fact that by appropriately 
choosing parameters {xij~~, Cy=, xidi(t) interpolates any 12 values at any 12 
distinct points tL in T because the determinant 
is nonzero by the definition of a Haar set. Thus, by setting y y-~- (O,..., 0, 
x1 ‘..., G 27 ) where (Z.ij~LI interpolates the required values at the required points, n , 
J is a vector which satisfies vector constraint qualification 2. 
If (Tl* )...) To*, x1* )...) , n Y “) solves problem (17), then by Theorem 9, the 
same point solves problem (P,) for some u i- RQ with each olrl ;- 0. M oreover, 
since (17) satisfies vector constraint qualification 2, the associated problem 
(pa) satisfies constraint qualification 2. By Theorem 4, (Fil‘i’,...,TQ*, xr”,...,xn*) 
solves (P,) if and only if there exists integers 0 :< r0 < rl G< yp -< r3 :< II +- Q 
together with tr E T for r == l,..., r1 , 1 .< lc, < K, for r -:: r1 -t- I,..., Y.) , 
K 0 + I < k, < K for r = I’., + I ,..., yg and 1 C< qr :< Q for Y == l,..., r0 
such that 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
where A,. > 0 for r -= I,..., r3, E? = 0 or 1 such that 
(i) for r = I,..., ro, 
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(ii) for r m= r,, -: I . . . . . rl , 
(iii) for r p= rI : I,..., r2, 
and 
(iv) for r ~~~ rQ I,..., rFi , the E,. is chosen appropriately so that A, :- 0. 
Since no f,(f) is in the span of {d,(r)j:‘-, , T,,~ I-. 0 for rl = I . . . . . Q. Thus 
A, =: h,/ro* TV* for r -7 I,... j r,, and 
and this rth constraint corresponds to the Lj,.th constraint of(i) being active. 
Normalizing the resulting coefficients such that they sum to 1. the desired 
result is shown. Note that there must be at least one vector from each X, 
because of the first Q components of the Eq. (18) and each o(~ > 0. 
Since all the steps are reversible to obtain (18), by Theorem 9 the convex 
combination conditions are also sufficient. Q.E.D. 
Given a set of parameters {x~*}:=, , a point to E T is called a positice 
vector-extremum of problem (17) if for some ~7 ~~ I . . . . . Q. 
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and similarly to is called a mgatice rector-extrenum of problem (I 7) if for 
some 4 = I,..., Q, 
Thus, the vectors composing the sets A”, in Theorem 10 are evaluated at 
either positive or negative vector-extremums. Moreover, the theorem states 
that there must be at least one vector evaluated at a vector-extremum for 
each q = I,..., (2 in the convex combination. There are said to be M + 1 
vector-alternates on T for problem (17) if there are n -1 1 t’( t T with t’ - _ .‘. 
:< t,l~+l such that the points are alternately positive and negative vector- 
extremum. 
If constraints (ii), (iii), and (iv) in problem (I 7) are dropped, then it follows 
from Theorem 10 that (or*,..., TV*, x 1*,..., x,*) solves problem (1’7) if and 
only if there are at least n + 1 vector-alternates for (17). If the point solves 
(17) then by the Caratheodory theorem [3], the convex combination can be 
reduced to at most n + 1 points, and by the alternation lemma for l-laar sets 
[3, p. 741, these are the n -I- 1 vector-alternates. Conversely, if there are y1 + 1 
vector-alternates, and if there is no vector-extremum for some cl, 1 <. 4 s: Q, 
included in this convex combination, it can be inserted in the convex 
combination by adding some appropriate convex combination to the original 
one since n + 1 such vectors are linearly dependent. Thus, the result is a 
convex combination of at most n + (2 vectors equal to 0 with at Ileast one 
vector from each set X, . By Theorem 10 this is sufficient for (TV*,..., TV*, 
x1*,..., x,*) to solve (17). Consequently, Theorem 10 is a generalization of the 
characterization theorem developed by Bacopoulos [I]. 
5. CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION WITH NONSTANDARD NORM'; 
Previous sections of this paper have described characterization theorems 
for Chebyshev approximation problems with the standard objective of 
minimizing the maximum error or the vector version of the same objective. 
This section briefly discusses some approximation problems which have 
nonstandard objective functions, but which are closely related to the 
Chebyshev-problems. No proofs are given since they follow the general 
pattern used in proofs of previous sections. 
First, consider the problem of Chebyshev approximation of both a function 
and its derivatives, as first considered by Moursund [IS] and Moursund and 
Stroud [ 191. 
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The problem is 
where each W’,,(t) :> 0 for all t E Tad both (4i(t)):“, andf(t) have continuous 
rth derivatives for some r ‘1 0. This can be rewritten as the following 
optimization problem: 
minimiLe 7 7.Y 
s.t. 
The solutions of (19) are characterized by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 11. A feasible point (T*, xl4 ,..., s,, *) ,fi,r (19) j~ields un optirml 
appro.~ilnationJbr the problem fad 0111~. if the origin of’ R’” cm be written as 
a conl1e.v combinatiotl of at most II -:- 1 points from the r ~, I sets 
where e,,(t) W,(t)[~~=, s;‘+(“)(f) ,f(“‘(t)]ftir /i -- 0, I..... r. 
Next, consider the problem of Chebyshev approximation of a function and 
its derivatives as developed by Laurent [15]. A generalized version of this 
problem is 
where both {q&(t)j~~, and f(t) have continuous rth derivatives and each 
FVr:(t) > 0 for all t E T. This can be rewritten as an optimization problem: 
s.t. 
minimize 1 7,; \’ ,7 i. ,I 
The solutions of (20) are characterized by the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 12. A fiasible point (To* . . . . . 7TX, x1* ,..., x,%) ,fbr (20) yields an 
optimal approximation jbr the problem iJ’ and only f the origin of R? can be 
written as a convex combination of at rllost Iz j 1 pods from the sets 
where e/.(t) : JV7,(t)(CL1 xi+(‘o(t) -fCJC)(t)). with at least onepointjiom each 
set XT2 jbr k = O,..., r. 
Finally, it should be observed that additional problems such as relative 
error approximation with the objective 
minimize maximum i ZL -VA(t) - f(t>l I IEi- I .f (t>l 
can easily be handled by the techniques of this paper. Also, it should be 
obvious that solutions to each of the problems posed in this section could be 
characterized when additional constraints such as interpolation, one- 
sidedness, and monotonicity are present. This is not done here for the sake 
of brevity. 
6. CONSTRAINED L1 APPROXIMATION 
The problems treated in the previous sections have all been concerned with 
L” approximation. The purpose of this section is to develop similar character- 
ization theorems for solutions of problems of L1 approximation. Although 
the results are not developed in the fullest possible generality, the theorems 
proved here are sufficient to illustrate the potential of this approach to 
developing characterization theorems for general L1 approximation problems. 
Throughout this section it shall be assumed that T = [a, b], a closed 
bounded interval of the real line. Consider the following general L1 approxi- 
mation problem 
minimize x Jb ) f WA(t) -f(t)1 dt a i=l 
s.t. 
6) Mt) < f w$Yt) < Q), ail t E [a, b], 
i=l 
640/14/l-6 
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for k : K” -, I . . . . . k; . 
(iii) f +4lj”‘(f”) YE y,, .
i=l 
for k ~7 A’, + I,.,., h. 
where the indices j,; arc chosen nonnegative mtegcrs, J‘or each ii ~= l,..., k;, . 
l/:(t) :g z/,.(t) for all ! t [a, h] with both l,<(r) and u,,(t) being continuous 
functions on [n. /2], each iA E [a, b]. and yl,, -: Y.,~; for k -= K,, -~ I,..., Kl 
In order to apply the theorems of Section I to problem (21), the following 
lemma concerning differentiability is needed. Define the function 
LEMMA 1. lf Cl’=, A-~$~( f ) - f(t) l7as orzlr aji77ite nu777ber qf zeros in [a, 61, 
tllen F(.u) is continuousl)~ &j$vw~tiafde witi 
i F(s) . 1, 
(Xi 
for i = l,,.., 17, dere tl7e ,finctio77 sgn is cit~fincd 0). 
Proof. Let fl ,.... f,; be the roots of C:“-, x,$;(t) - f(t) in [a. h]. FOI 
sufikiently small E I .. 0, define A ~- [u F. I, --- G] u [t, -I- E. tc _~ G] u . 
u [fk f E, f? - C] and B = [a, h] CT AC. Define 
and observe that if 0 -: ‘! X$L(t):i c S. [a, b] then, 
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on A. Then for small enough X (either positive or negative) it can be shown 
that 
where ei is the unit vector in the ith component. Observe that the left-hand 
side of this inequality is bounded below by -4ke /I &(t)liL,,bl and that the 
right-hand side is bounded by 4k E i! &(t)l:[a,bl . By choosing A sufficiently 
small, E :> 0 can be made arbitrarily small, which proves that 
as desired. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem characterizes the solutions of problem (21). 
THEOREM 13. Assume that problem (21) satisfies either constraint 
qualiJication 1 or 2. Then a point (x1*,..., x,*), feasible for problem (21) with 
Ck, x,*&O> -f(t) h avin g only a Jinite number of zeros, solves (21) if and 
only if there are integers 0 < s,, < s1 < s < n together with tq EC [a, b] for 
q == 1 ,..., s,,, l.<k,<K,for g=l,..., s,,, K,,+l<k,<K,for q= 
S” -+ I ,..., s1 and K, + I < k, < K *for q = s1 + I,..., s and real numbers 
A,, f 0 such that 
(22) 
for all generalized polynomials P(x; t) = Cy=, x&(t) where P(j)(x; t) = 
xi”=, xi#j’(t) d h an w ere the sign of X, is determined by 
(i) for q = l,... s, , 
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A, < 0 if f s,“$Lg%‘(t”) = i,&), 
i-1 
(ii) for q = sO + l,..., s,, 
and the signs for &for q = s1 -t I ,..., s are itldeterntinant. 
Proof. The fact that the objective function F(x) is convex follows from the 
triangle inequality. Thus, by Theorem 4 and Lemma 1, (x1*,..., x,*) solves 
(21) if and only if 
(23) 
holds for each i = l,..., IZ with the integers si and parameters A, defined as in 
the theorem and 
for q = l,..., sO, 
for q = so + I,..., sl. 
The conclusion follows directly from (23). Q.E.D. 
Constraint qualification 1 holds for problem (21) if {+j(t))~zl is a Haar set 
on [a, b], there are no derivatives in the constraints of (21), i.e., j, == 0 for 
k = I,..., K, and l,(t) < u,,(t) for all t E [a, b]. Thus, Theorem 13 applies 
immediately to a wide variety of problems without being concerned whether 
or not a constraint qualification is satisfied. Furthermore, for one-sided 
approximation, sayf(t) 3 cb, x,&(t), Theorem 13 can be derived without 
any condition on the roots of Cy=, x&(t) -f(t). Thus, these results 
generalize the characterization theorem previously developed by de Vore [6]. 
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We note that general Ln approximation problems with 1 < p < co can be 
handled in exactly the same manner as the L1 problem. Furthermore, much 
more general forms of Lemma 1 can be given which would be less restrictive 
in Theorem 13. However, the purpose of this paper has been to explain the 
basic types of problems which can be treated by this approach rather than the 
most general in each case. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The underlying theme throughout this paper has been that characterization 
theorems for solutions of a wide variety of Ln approximation problems can be 
obtained in a simple and unified manner by using a mathematical optimization 
approach. In addition to the unity it lends to the development of character- 
ization theorems, the mathematical programming approach is well-suited for 
(i) development of efficient algorithms for obtaining best approximations by 
using algorithms which solve the associated mathematical programming 
problems, and (ii) development of error estimates for an approximation 
problem by using the dual optimization problem which is always associated 
with the original optimization formulation of the approximation problem. 
Future papers will explore both of these aspects. Of particular interest is an 
algorithm, closely related to the second algorithm of Remez, which solves 
general optimization problems of the form (P) described in Section 1 [9]. 
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